varied lot of thinkers: a living poem and mirror of Christ for G. K. Chesterton; an exemplar of cosmic love for phenomenologist Max Scheler. 3 This fascination has only grown within contemporary philosophy. Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri closed their first tome against empire and capitalism in 2000 by suggesting that we once again "find ourselves in Francis's situation, posing against the misery of power the joy of being."
4
Cue the mockery of jaded critics: "Should [the multitude] play gentle melodies on their violins to pacify the Leviathans of neoliberal globalization, just as St Francis did with the wild animals in the woods?" 5 But those more attuned to the operative legacy of religious discourse and practice continue to trawl the Franciscan archive for genuinely political potential, opposing poverty, the common, and interdependence to consumerism, property, and dominion. Giorgio Agamben, for example, passing through some monasteries on his approach to the summit of his Homo Sacer project, claimed to unearth, beyond Christian exegesis and hagiography, "perhaps the most precious legacy of Franciscanism, to which the West must return ever anew to contend with it as its undeferrable task: how to think a form-of-life . . . to think life as that which is never given as property but only as a common use." 6 The humble and joyous spirit of Saint At the core of his message is the need to listen not only to the cry of the poor, as
Catholicism has long claimed to do, but also to the groans of the earth, to which it has often been deaf ( §49). With the interlocking of environmental and social justice at its core, the encyclical ranges over a vast array of issues relevant to "care for our common Francis thus identifies many economic and political structures in the current social order that have brought suffering to the earth and the poor. But, he argues, at the heart of all these issues are broken relationships to God, neighbor, and Earth: a spiritual problem, to which he poses a likewise spiritual solution. Likely there will be much in this theological document that perturbs, if not flummoxes, even the most charitable of its secular readers: its language of "creation" alongside biodiversity, carbon, and fossil fuels; its personification of Earth as a sister and mother crying out in suffering; its mention of sin and conversion; its eschatological vision complete with reference to Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin. Yet the pope insists on the importance of some form of postsecular return of religion to the public sphere, 9 calling for "openness to categories which tran-Francis does not quite give his blessing to such minor infractions, not to mention the numerous other animistic or otherwise zoophilic practices and cosmologies incorporated into the Christian "sponge" by the peoples it helped to colonize. He does insist that Christian faith demands a different relationship to other creatures, as well as defend Christianity's esteem for embodiment and its cosmological orientation ( § §235-36).
Still, the wheel turns.
What will be the effect of this authoritative lament, this earthly exhortation from the heart of an institution notorious for its contempt for 
